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Is this a sign that I should go?
There was time for us both.
I am fine.
Just give me time... 
For all the worst to compound.

I am fine, but it's not the same without you.
The sky is vast, but it's all I have to reach to.
I call it part of our nefarious world.
Drift asea, my beautiful girl.

If this were a way out I would take it.
If this were a way out I wouldn't miss you.
You spin me around; 
Spin me around in corners.
You leave me to drown; 
Leave me to drown in puddles.

No! No! No! 
You don't want to be here when it happens.
No! No! No! 
It took more time to disconnect us.

I am fine, but it's not the same without you.
The sky is vast, but it's all I have to reach to.
I call it part of our nefarious world.
Drift asea, my beautiful girl.

There was this place where I would end up alone.
And no one could go there and be ashamed.
There was this place where I would end up alone... 
And no one could go there and be disgraced.

Oh, No! No! Oh, No! 

No! No! No! 
You don't want to be here when it happens.
No! No! No! 
It took more time to disconnect us.

I am fine, but it's not the same without you.
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The sky is vast, but it's all I have to reach to.
I call it part of our nefarious world.
Drift asea, my beautiful girl.
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